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Some facts about me
- Born 20.8.1991 / Orienteering family, brother Severin
- Grown up in “Mittelland”, OLG Herzogenbuchsee
- Sportive as a kid (football, skiing, gymnastics until 16y)
- Living in Winterthur, close to Zurich
- Raced against S. Kymäläinen in 2003 (M12) in Swiss-O-Week & FIN5
- Running for Tampereen Pyrintö since 2006 (Ungdomens 10Mila)
- Stay in Tampere autumn 2008 - spring 2009
- 2010-2017: Environmental Engineering Studies at ETH Zurich
- Since Oct 2017: Working part-time (50%) as Environmental Engineer in Zurich
- 2018: 6 medals (1x gold, 4x silver, 1x bronze) from 7 races at EOC & WOC
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COACHING | Personal Coach
- 2005-2014 (14y-23y): Urs Widler (Flühmann)
- World Champion Relay 1991, 1993
- My godfather
- Season planning, setting goals,
analyses, competition preparation,
training plan frame
- Physical: long term planning
- How to set goals
- Mental training / concept work
- “My ideal orienteering”
- Concepts

COACHING | Personal Coach
- 2015-today: Matthias Merz
- Former teammate
- Mentor with huge own experience
- Season planning (training hours),
“strategic” collaboration, not ‘daily’
- Giving ideas for projects to work on
- Running style / step cadence training
- VO2max blocks
- “Makroplan”
- Focus “Middle Distance” (WOC16+)
- Details that matter: Text message before
the big race…
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COACHING | Team coaches
- Pascal Vieser, National Team coach (2012-2014)
- ”Control leaving direction” (Fight for every second)
- Setting the frame to learn from my teammates
- Vroni König-Salmi, National team coach (2013-now)
- Weakness: Face them, work on them!
- Francois Gonon, National Team coach (2015-now)
- Learn from the PRO’s // Video analyses in camps
- Preparation speeches before the races

COACHING | Mental coach
- Andrea Binggeli (EOC14,16,18; WOC16,17,18)
- Sport psychologist, orienteer
- Efficient work during EOC & WOC camp
- EOC 2018
- Focus on the moment
- “Control by Control”, “Step by Step”
- WOC 2018
- Win the race on the “working level”
- Run with determination, energy on the next
step
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COACHING | Other athletes (Elena, TP, Team SUI)

TRAINING
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TRAINING | Physical | My training

Hours / Week

Stretching etc.
Mental
Team sports
Power training
Alternativ
(Skiing,
Cycling…)
Running
Orienteering

AGE

TRAINING | Physical | My training
- Endurance: 16-18% Orienteering, 10-20% Alternative, Rest: Running
- 50h of quality power training (long bar, jumps)
- 12-16% of my endurance training (& competitions) is done in speed
- Quality instead of Quantity
- Diversity in the training (in the ‘daily runs’)
- Some runs are “fastish”, still extensive, but ~4’/km or below (flat)
- Constant annual increase of my training load (~10%, nowadays ~5%)
- NLZ (“federal high performance center”): Weekly two power trainings with high
quality
- Doing the interval sessions in a group
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TRAINING | Physical | My planning tools

2013 (22y)

- 3-weeks periodisation
- Power training: anticyclic

2011 (20y)

2006 (15y)

TRAINING | Physical | Makroplan
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TRAINING | Physical | Power training
- During studies (19y-26y): NLZ => Long bar, Jumps, “All the basics”
- 27y+: Working with an expert for power training
- Weaknesses: Video analyse from running in terrain + analyse
- MY own programme, specific for ME
- Mental boost
- Specific: Weights in the forest => Jumps & Sprints through the terrain
- Competition activation programme

SUI vs. FIN
- Less running in terrain &
path, more running on road
- Higher importance of power
training?!
- In general a bit faster pace
during the runs.
- Intervall sessions with
athletics club
- Quite good training
conditions in winter

- More training hours?!
- More orienteering in general
- More relay trainings /
competitions
- Long and slow (also hiking)
- Skiing
- Cold winters: long stays in
the south
- Military service

- More commen to work parttime beside orienteering?
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TRAINING | Orienteering
- Orienteering technique is my strength!
- True compared to Swiss
- But compared to Scandinavians?
- 16-18% of Orienteering => High for SUI, low for FIN?
- Swiss (Mittelland) terrain is bad => In winter time max ~1 session per week
- HTHS days: High Tech High Speed => Quality
- Camps are important: Really high quality!
- Every session has a purpose!
- “How to set goals” (from my personal coach Urs Widler)
- More is better. Better is better.

TRAINING | Mental | Train the Mind
- “Analytical type”
- Junior
- Lot of mental training: “Ideal Orienteering”, concepts, visualisations, training,
revising, visualize & automatise
- Collecting mistakes: Analyse the core reason (WHY-WHY-WHY)
- Elite
- Working on specific issues: Sprint Relay prestart concept / Spectator runthrough / Prestart activation
- SiMu
- Other “mind” aspects (not only strict mental training)
- Motivation: Working on the Weaknesses (Vroni)
- Enjoy the challenge!
- Positive thinking / positive mindset in daily life, BE a PRO
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TRAINING | Frame | Studies, Working, PRO?
- Orienteering & studies or “the Finnish way”?
- Perfect infrastructure very close together
- Be clear on my role (student <> sportsmen): Daily, weekly & annually
- Orienteering & working or ”the Swiss way”?
- Since Oct 2017: 50% Environmental Engineer
- Sports friendly employer, team leader & colleagues
- Really flexible working hours => More flexible than during my studies!
- Weekly planning is important, stick to it!
Ø Structure in my daily programme
Ø More focused & efficient when training
Ø DO the training, not OPTIMISE it…
- Orienteering & Orienteering or “the Winners way”???

Dealing with injurys
- Not so much experience…
- Broken fibula (alpine skiing, 2.1.16)
- Some complete rest to the body, building up core strength
- 6 weeks on crutches
- Keeping my level: Deep Water Running intervals
- Only short (45’), but almost daily!
- Short & intense ‘bouts’
- 10x30/30, 10x45/15, 5x90/30, 10/50-20/40-30/30-40/20-50/10-50/1040/20-30/30-20/40-10/50, 15/30/60/90/2’/90/60/30/15, every 40m a 10m
sprint, …
- After 6 weeks → 10 days of skiing in Ylläs → 10 days of orienteering in
Barbate
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Key points to reach EOC/WOC medal level
- COACHING
- I’m interested, I listen, explore, find out, try, challenge the coaches
- The details matter, the small tips
- Learning from the best, but doing it MY way
- TRAINING
- Constant training for 10+ years, step by step closer with patience
- Quality & diversity add fun to my training
- I plan the training well => And try to execute it even better
- When I head into the forest to hit controls, I know why
- I have a balanced life and enjoy the challenges
- COMPETITIONS
- When it counts, I compete with the right mindest (self consciousness, focus)
- ???

WC 2014, SUI, Middle Distance, 3rd

WOC 2017, EST, Middle Distance, 7th
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DISCUSSION | Questions?
Florian Howald
florianhowald@hotmail.com
instagram.com/flohowald/
twitter.com/flohowald/
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